Introduction
Let A , B be artinian rings and let a Mb be an (A -5)-bimodule which is a finitely generated left ^(-module and a finitely generated right B-module. By a right ^Mg-prinjective module we shall mean a finitely generated module XR = (X'A,X'¿, tp: X'A ®A MB -X'¿) over the triangular matrix ring (0.D *-(¿ 'f)
such that X'A is a projective /1-module, X'¿ is an injective J5-module, and tp is a £-homomorphism. The aim of this paper is to study the category prin(R)g of right ambprinjective modules. It is an additive Krull-Schmidt subcategory of mod(/î) closed under extensions. It has enough relative projective and relative injective modules and it is a hereditary subcategory of mod(/<) in the sense that Ext|(X, Y) = 0 for all X and Y in pñn(R)¿ .
We prove in this paper that if R is an Artin algebra then prin(R)g has Auslander-Reiten sequences and we show how to compute them in terms of reflection functors. In the case that R is an algebra over an algebraically closed field we give necessary conditions for prin(/?)^ to be a representation-finite or a representation-tame category in terms of a Tits form. Moreover, if prin(/c)ĥ as a preprojective component, this gives a criterion for the representationfiniteness of prin(/?)^ . In the latter case, we calculate the coordinates of the Auslander-Reiten translation of a module by means of a Coxeter linear transformation.
The main motivation of our study is the fact observed in [10, 18, 19 ] (see also §1) that given finite Krull-Schmidt categories K, L and a (K-L)-bimodule N: Kop xL-t mod(rc) there is an algebra R of the form (0.1) and an equivalence of categories Mat(KNh)^pñn(R)i, where Mat^A^) is the category of kA^-matrices in the sense of Drozd [7] . In particular, the subspace category %A(Kp) of a vector space category Kp is equivalent to prin( f ^) for some eMf ■ Therefore, our results give us tools to study the representation type of Mat^Ay, which turns out to be an important class of matrix problems with many useful applications [16, 19] .
The notion of an ^A/s-prinjective module was introduced in [10] and independently in [19] under the name of ^vVfg-matrix module. The category prin(R)g is denoted by mod?nr(Z?) in [19] . Our Coxeter scheme, studied in §4, generalizes the one defined in [17] for the case where B is a division ring.
Throughout this paper R is an Artin algebra of the form (0.1). We denote by mod(Z?), pr(^4), and iri)(B) the categories of finitely generated right /î-modules, projective right yi-modules, and injective right 5-modules, respectively. We assume that A and B are basic algebras and we fix complete sets {ex, ... , e"} and {r¡x, ... , r¡m} of orthogonal primitive idempotents in A and B respectively. Given Xr = (X'A, X'B', tp) in mod(/î) we put X\ = X'ei = Xe¡ and X'J = X"nj = Xn¡ .
We fix a duality D: mod(R) -> mod(/?op) ; that is, D(-) = Homc(-,E(C/jr(C))), where C is a commutative artinian ring contained in the center of R such that jR is a finitely generated C-module, ¿f(C) is its Jacobson radical, and E(~) denotes the injective envelope. We denote by We wish to thank Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y Tecnología and the Banach Center for the financial support for our exchange visits which made this work possible.
We thank the referee for several remarks. 1 . THE CATEGORY OF ^A/jj-MATRICES Let us recall from [7] the definition of Mat^A^). Suppose that k is a commutative artinian ring, K, L are finite Krull-Schmidt -categories, and A*": Kop xL-t mod(k) is a (K -L)-bimodule, i.e., it is an additive A:-bilinear functor. The objects of Mat(KArL) are triples (x, y, f) with x £ cfbK, y £ cfbh, and / e N(x, y). A morphism from (x, y, f) to (x', y', /') is a pair (tp, \p), where tp £ K(x, x'), \p £ L(y, y') are such that N(x, \p)f = N(tp, y')f £ N(x, y'). It is known that Mat(K7YL) is an additive Krull-Schmidt category.
Following [18, 19] we associate to kAl an Artin k-algebra R = Íqa1%b) as follows. We take complete sets Kx, ... , Kn and Lx, ... , Lm of pairwise nonisomorphic indecomposable objects in K and L respectively and we set
and AMB=DN(K,L). which is the composed map
where Nat(-, -) denotes the set of fc-linear natural transformations. Now we associate the module p*(x,y,f) = (co(x), 0T<y'(y), p(fi)) in prin(/?)| to (x,y,f) in Mat(KNh) with f £ N(x,y). Applying (1.2) one can easily check that p* defines an equivalence of categories. D
The category of prinjective modules
Let R=Íqabb) be an Artin algebra. A module P (resp. Q) in prin(/?)ŵ ill be called prin-projective (resp. prin-injective) if WomR(P,-) (resp. Hom/{(-, Q)) carries over short exact sequences in mod(.R) with prinjective terms into exact ones.
To describe the indecomposable prin-projective modules and prin-injective /î-modules we need the following notation. Given X = (X', X", tp) in mod(/?) we form two modules, (2.1) X = (X', E(X"), tp) and X = (P(X'), X" , ip), where E(X") denotes the injective envelope of X" in mod(ß) and P(X') denotes the projective cover of X' in mod(^) ; the maps cp and tp are defined in the obvious way. Now we form two families of indecomposable prinjective /(-modules, (2.2) P\, ... , P", I\,... , Im, The dual concept is a sink map (see [16, (2. 2)]). We describe now the sink morphisms in prin(R)j, ending at the prin-projective indecomposable modules.
Consider the case P, = ejR = (e¡A, E(e}M), id). Let Ç: X -> e¡A be a sink morphism in pr(A) ; that is, Ç : X = P(rade¡A) -» (rade,/!) <-+ e¡A. Then Qt is dual.
3. Auslander-Reiten sequences for prinjective modules Let R be an Artin algebra of the form (0.1).
In this section we establish the existence of Auslander-Reiten sequences in prin(R)g (even in two different ways!) and we give some useful relations of the category prin(/c)g with other module categories.
We start by recalling some definitions from [19] . By modpg(R)A we denote the full subcategory of mod(/î) consisting of modules of the form X = (X',X", tp) such that X' e pr(^) and tp: X' ®A M -> X" is onto.
Dually, modjC(R)B is the full subcategory of mod(iî) consisting of modules X = (X', X", tp) in mod(R) such that X" £ inj(ß) and the adjoint map to tp, Ip: X' -» Homs(M, X") is mono. Observe that modules in modpg(R)A have no top at B and modules in mod(C(P)ß have no socle at A. The category of adjusted modules ad](R)g consists of finitely generated modules of the form X = (X', X", cp) such that cp is onto and lp is mono. (g) Let X £ modpg(R)A (resp. X <= prin(iî)^) be an indecomposable such that X tft°Pj (1 < j < n). Then &A(X) is projective in ad)(R)B (resp. in modiC(R)B) ifiand only if X is projective in modpg(R)A (resp. prin-projective).
(h) Let X £ modjC(R)B (resp. X £ prin(R)^) be an indecomposable such that X ■£ °/( (1 < t < m). Then &bÍX) is injective in ad)(R)g (resp. in modpg(R)A) if and only if X is injective in modic(R)B (resp. prin-injective). 
where P = P(X') © P(Z'). We get an exact sequence in modpg(R)A ,
Since py(p ® 1m) = ^vP , then QA(E) = &A(Y) AA, y. It follows easily that QA(ë) and «? are equivalent sequences.
(e) This is left to the reader. (g) Assume that X £ mod^Pi)^ is an indecomposable such that X jt °P,. Then &A(X) ^ 0. Assume that SA(X) is projective in adj(P)^ .
Let «?:0-►F-^£,AX-+0bean exact sequence in modpg(R)A . Consider the following induced exact and commutative diagram of ^-modules:
We get an exact sequence in ad)(R)g
where Jp = i. Therefore, there exists h: &A(X) -► QA(E), a morphism such that &A(p)h = 1qa(X) ■ By (a), there is a lifting h: X -► E such that tyh = hex . The endomorphism ph satisfies QA(ph) = le^*) • Since X is indecomposable, vh is an isomorphism. Thus p splits and X is projective.
(i) Follows easily. D If ¡7: 0 -> X -> y -^ Z ->0 is an exact sequence in mod(/î), where X, Y, Z are in K (= adj(Pv)^ , prin(/?)^, ... ) with X and Z indecomposable, then t] is an Auslander-Reiten sequence if / is a source map, or, equivalently, g is a sink map in K. The category K is said to have Auslander-Reiten sequences if for every indecomposable noninjective (resp. nonprojective) object X in K there exists an Auslander-Reiten sequence in K starting (resp. ending) at X (see [16] ). Moreover, K is said to have source maps (resp. sink maps) if for every indecomposable object X in K there exists a source map in K staring (resp. sink map in K ending) at X. In view of the duality D* , the required property easily follows. The existence of source and sink maps in modiC(Pi)ß can be shown similarly as in prin(Pv)^ as discussed in §2.
The proof for prin(P)¿ can be done in a similar way as above, whereas for modpg(R)A the proof follows from the case above using the duality D. □ If X is an indecomposable nonprojective module in prin(Pv)^ we denote by AX the starting term of the Auslander-Reiten sequence ending at X . Dually, if X is indecomposable noninjective, A~X is the ending term of the AuslanderReiten sequence in prin(R)g starting at X.
We introduce a Coxeter scheme similar to that given in [ 17] . For this purpose, we consider the reflection form We denote by prm(R)g (resp. prin(R)g) the factor category of prin(R)m odulo the ideal formed by all maps which admit a factorization through a prin-projective (resp. prin-injective) module. The corresponding Horn functor is denoted by Horn and Horn, respectively. We shall prove the relative Auslander-Reiten formula. Let / € Hom^y, AX) and assume that / does not admit a factorization through prin-injective modules. By (2.4), there is an exact sequence rj: 0 -► Y -> Uq -> U\ -> 0, where t/o and U\ are prin-injective modules. Therefore, 0 j¿ fr¡ £ Ext-({7., AX) and we get a morphism g £ Hom^X, Ux) such that (fir¡)g = e. Thus we have constructed ng £ Extjj(X, Y) such that hy(f)(r]g) = cp(f(t]g)) = <p(e) t¿ 0. This shows that A is a natural isomorphism.
The remaining part of the proof is simple. G
In [10] , the existence of Auslander-Reiten sequences in prín(R)g is shown by means of functorial methods. We give here a brief survey of the main ideas.
Let X be any module in mod(Pv). We denote the restriction HomR(-,X)\pnn(R)AB by prinÄ(-,X). with X an indecomposable module in prin(Pv))| such that SX(X) ^ 0. An exact sequence e: 0 -> X -► F -> Z -> 0 which generates Im(5'x «-» ExtlR(Z , -)) is the wanted sequence.
In [10] the following formula is shown by applying the functorial arguments above.
Proposition 3.17. Let Z £ prin(R)^ be an indecomposable non-prin-projective module. There exists a prin-injective module I such that DtrZ AA, AZ © /. G The Auslander-Reiten quiver T(prin(R)jf of the category pñn(R)g is defined as usual.
Algebras over fields
Let R be a basic finite-dimensional algebra over a field k . In the case R is schurian of upper triangular form we will study the representation type of prin(Pv)g in terms of a Cartan matrix and a corresponding quadractic form. The methods will be particularly successful when R is of finite prinjective type (i.e., there are only finitely many indecomposable modules in prin(Pv)g , up to isomorphism) and the Auslander-Reiten quiver T(prin(/?)^) is a preprojective component.
We recall that we have fixed complete sets ex, ... , e" and r\x, ... ,r\m of pairwise orthogonal primitive idempotents for A and B respectively. We define numbers One of the motivations for considering the Tits form is the following Proposition 4.2. (a) If R is of finite prinjective type, then xr is weakly positive (i.e., xR(z)>0,for 0¿z£Nn+m). (b) If k is algebraically closed and R is of tame prinjective type, then xr is weakly nonnegative (i.e., XrÍz) > 0, for z £ N"+m). Proof. We recall here briefly the arguments given in [5] for (a) and in [15] where X = (X', X", tpx) and lpx is the adjoint map to tpx ; similarly for Y ,Z.
We write e = [ô]. We get an exact sequence We now develop some general arguments about reflections that will be useful for our considerations of algebras over fields.
Following [14, 20] by a bipartite Cartan matrix we shall mean a matrix C of the form .7) is called the Coxeter transformation associated to C. Clearly, xd^iz)) = Xciz) for any vector z e Z"+m . From here on, we assume that R is an indecomposable ring (or connected in the sense of [9] ). In this case, by well-known arguments of Auslander, R is of finite prinjective type if and only if r(prin(P)^) has a finite component. If R is a À>algebra with k algebraically closed, then f,■ = 1 = gs for all i, s. Therefore, c¡s = c'is and the condition above implies CiSc'is < 1. G A large class of examples of rings R satisfying the assumptions of the above lemma are the sp-representation-finite right peak algebras studied in [14] and the piecewise peak algebras of finite prinjective type studied in [20] . In both cases there is a diagrammatic characterization of these algebras and sincere algebras are described. (a) It is possible to give an algorithmic construction of the modules on a preprojective component of T(prin(R)g). This generalization of (4.15) makes use of a nonlinear map ô' instead of ô . The construction follows that given in [12] for the case of algebras.
(b) We say that R is sincere if its Tits form xr has a sincere root. The separation-criterion for R can be defined as in the case of algebras. If R satisfies the separation-criterion, then T(pñn(R)g) has a preprojective component. There is an algorithmic construction of all the /c-algebras R which are sincere, of finite-prinjective type, and which satisfy the separation-criterion.
We will come back to these and other algorithmic problems in a forthcoming publication.
Note added in proof
In the proof of Theorem 3.4 the following situation remains to be considered: Suppose that &b(X) is projective in adj(R)g. Since X is not projective in mod,c(Pv), then X is not of the form e¡R (i = I, ... , n) and therefore we conclude from Lemma 3.3 that there exists j £ {1, ... , m} such that &b(X) ẽ AV-(rj~RV), where Rv is defined in (3.6) and with exact rows, where E0 = 6^V_(rad r¡jRv) and Lq is such that &B(L0) Ẽ q . Since V_ is an equivalence, w is a sink map in adj(Pv)^ and one can easily prove as above that <?o is an Auslander-Reiten sequence in modiC(R)B ■
